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Abstract— The ambient intelligence scenario depicts electronic
environments that are sensitive and responsive to the presence
of people. The aims of this kind of system is not necessarily
to provide some form of electronic service to its users, but also
to enhance the everyday experience of people moving inside the
related physical environment. For this second type of application,
computer simulation represents a useful way to envision the
behaviour of responsive environments without actually bringing
them into existence in the real world. This paper will describe
the simulation of an adaptive illumination facility, a physical
environment endowed with a set of sensors that perceive the
presence of humans (or other entities such as dogs, bicycles,
cars) and interact with a set of actuators (lights) that coordinate
their state to adapt the ambient illumination to the presence and
behaviours of its users. This system is made up of a model man-
aging the self-organization of the adaptive illumination facility
and an agent–based model to simulate pedestrian dynamics in
the physical environment in which the system is deployed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ambient intelligence scenario [14] depicts future human
environments endowed with a large number of electronic
devices, interconnected by means of wireless communication
facilities, able to perceive and react to the presence of people.

The goals of these facilities can be very different, from
providing electronic services to humans accessing these en-
vironment through computational devices (such as personal
computers or PDAs), to simply providing some form of am-
bient adaptation to the users’ presence (or voice, or gestures),
without thus requiring him/her to employ a computational
device. Ambient intelligence comprises thus those systems that
are designed to autonomously adapt the environment to the
people living or simply passing by in it in order to improve
their everyday experience.

Besides the specific aims of the ambient intelligent sys-
tem, there is an increasing interest and number of research
efforts on approaches, models and mechanisms supporting
forms of self-organization and management of the components
(both hardware and software) of such systems. The latter are
growingly viewed in terms of autonomous entities, managing
internal resources and interacting with surrounding ones so
as to obtain the desired overall system behaviour as a result
of local actions and interactions among system components.
Examples of this kind of approach can be found in both in
relatively traditional pervasive computing applications (see,

e.g., [8]), but also in a new wave of systems developed in the
vein of amorphous computing [2] such as the one on paintable
computers described in [7]. In this rather extreme application
a whole display architecture is composed of autonomous and
interacting graphic systems, each devoted to a single pixel,
that must thus interact and coordinate their behaviours even
to display a simple character.

Computer simulation plays an important role in supporting
the design and realization of adaptive, self-organizing ambient
intelligence systems. In fact, traditional design and modeling
instruments can provide a suitable support for evaluating
static properties of this kind of environment (e.g. through the
construction of 3D models representing a mock-up, proof of
concept of the desired appearance or also adaptation effect
but in a single specific situation), but they are not designed
to provide abstractions and mechanisms for the definition
and simulation of reactive environments and their behaviours.
Through specific models and simulators it is possible to obtain
an envisioning of the static features of the ambient intelligence
system as well as its dynamic response to the behaviour
of humans and other relevant entities situated in it. This
allows performing a face validation [13] of the adaptation
mechanisms and also to perform a tuning of the relevant
parameters.

This paper describes the application of a modeling and
simulation approach to support the design of an adaptive
illumination facility that is being designed and realized by the
Acconci Studio1 in Indianapolis. In particular, the designed
system should be able to locally enhance the overall illu-
mination of a tunnel in order to highlight the position and
close surrounding area of pedestrians (as well as other entities
such as dogs, bicycles, cars). In this case, the simulation
offers both a support to the decisions about the number and
positioning of lights and, more important, it encapsulates the
self-organization mechanisms guiding the adaptive behaviour
of lights reacting the the presence of pedestrians and other
relevant entities in the environment. By providing the current
state of the environment, in terms of simulated outputs of
sensors detecting the presence of pedestrians, as an input
to the self-organization model it is possible to obtain its
simulated response, and the current state of lights. A schema

1http://www.acconci.com
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Fig. 1. A schema describing the modules of the design support system
prototype.

of the overall simulation system is shown in Figure 1: it
must be noted that the self-organization model adopted for
the simulator could be effectively used to manage the actual
system, simply providing actual inputs from field sensors and
employing its outputs to manage actual lights rather that a
virtual visualization of the actual environment.

The following section will introduce more in details the
specific scenario in which this research effort is set, describing
the requirements for the adaptive illumination system and
the environment adaptation model. Section IV introduces the
pedestrian modeling approach, while the self-orga-nization
model guiding the adaptive illumination facility is described
in Section III. A description of the developed environment
supporting designers will follow, then conclusions and future
works will end the paper.

II. THE SCENARIO

The Acconci Studio, partner of the described research effort,
has recently been involved in a project for the renovation
of a tunnel in the Viginia Avenue Garage in Indianapolis.
The tunnel is currently mostly devoted to cars, with relatively
limited space on the sidewalks and its illumination is strictly
functional. The planned renovation for the tunnel includes a
set of interventions, and in particular two main effects of
illumination, also depicted in a graphical elaboration of the
desired visual effect shown in Figure 2: an overall effect of
uniformly coloring the environment through a background,
ambient light that can change through time, but slowly with
respect to the movements and immediate perceptions of people
passing in the tunnel; a local effect of illumination reacting to
the presence of pedestrians, bicycles, cars and other physical
entities.

The rationale of this local and dynamic adaptive illumi-
nation effect is better explained by the following narrative
description of the desired effect:

The color is there to make a heaviness, a thick-
ness, only so that the thickness can be broken. The
thickness is pierced through with something, theres
a sparkle, its you that sparkles, walking or cycling
though the passage, this tunnel of color. Well no,
not really, its not you: but its you that sets off the
sparkle a sparkle here, sparkle there, then another
sparkle in-between one sparkle affects the other,

Fig. 2. A visual elaboration of the desired adaptive illumination facility (the
image appears courtesy of the Acconci Studio).

pulls the other, like a magnet a point of sparkle is
stretched out into a line of sparkles is stretched out
into a network of sparkles.
These sparkles are above you, below you, they
spread out in front of you, they light your way
through the tunnel. The sparkles multiply: its you
who sets them off, only you, but – when another
person comes toward you in the opposite direction,
when another person passes you, when a car passes
by some of these sparkles, some of these fire-flies,
have found a new attractor, they go off in a different
direction.

The first type of effect can be achieved in a relatively simple
and centralized way, requiring in fact a uniform type of illu-
mination that has a slow dynamic. The second point requires a
different view on the illumination facility. In particular, it must
be able to perceive the presence of pedestrians and other phys-
ical entities passing in it, in other words it must be endowed
with sensors (detecting either the presence or the movement
of relatively big objects). Moreover, it must be able to exhibit
local changes as a reaction to the outputs of the aforemetioned
sensors, providing thus for a non uniform component to the
overall illumination. The overall environment must be thus
split into parts, cells that represent proper subsystems: Figure 3
shows a schema of the approach we adopted to subdivide the
physical environment into autonomous units, provided with
motion/presence sensors (able to detect the arrival/presence of
relevant entities) and lights (to adapt the ambient illumination,
highlighting the presence of pedestrians).

However, the effect of the presence of a pedestrian in a
portion of space should extend beyond the borders of the
occupied cell. In fact, the illumination effect should “light
the way” of a pedestrian through the tunnel. Cells must
thus be able to interact, in order to influence neighboring
ones whenever a pedestrian is detected, to trigger a (maybe
less intense) illumination. The model we adopted to manage
this form of self-organization of the illumination facility is a
Cellular Automata (CA) [15], whose transition rule defines and
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Fig. 3. A schema of the CA model for the adaptive illumination facility.

manages the interaction among cells and thus the influence of
the presence of a pedestrian on neighboring ones.

III. ADAPTIVE ILLUMINATION MODEL

We employed a Cellular Automata model to realize the
local effect of illumination as a self-organized reaction to
the presence of pedestrians. CA cells, related to a portion
of the physical environment, comprise sensors and actua-
tors, as schematized in Figure 3. The former can trigger
the behaviours of the latter, both through the interaction of
elements enclosed in the same cell and by means of the local
interaction among adjacent cells. The transition rule models
mechanisms of reaction and diffusion, and it was derived by
previous applications to reproduce natural phenomena such as
percolation processes of pesticides in the soil, in percolation
beds for the coffee industry and for the experimentation of
elasticity properties of batches for tires [3]. In this specific
application the rule manages the interactions of cells arranged
through a multilayered architecture based on the Multilayered
Automata Network model [6], schematized in Figure 3.

Multilayered Automata Network have been defined as a
generalization of Automata Networks [10]. The main feature
of the Multilayered Automata Network is the explicit intro-
duction of a hierarchical structure based on nested graphs, that
are graphs whose vertexes can be in turn be a nested graph
of lower level. A Multilayered Automata Network is directly
obtained from the nested graph structure by introducing states
and a transition function.

The irregular nature of the cellular space is not the only
difference between the adopted approach and the traditional
CA models. In fact, CAs are in general closed and synchronous
systems, in which cells update their state in parallel triggered
by a global clock. Dissipative Cellular Automata (DCA) [16]
differ from the basic CAs mainly for two characteristics:
while CA are synchronous and closed systems, DCA are
open and asynchronous. DCA cells are characterized by a
thread of control of their own, autonomously managing the
elaboration of the local cell state transition rule. DCA can
thus be considered as an open agent system [12], in witch the
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Fig. 4. The proposed automata network for the D-MAN.

cells update their state independently of each other and they
are directly influenced by the environment.

The model we defined and adopted, Dissipative Multilay-
ered Automata Network (D-MAN), takes thus the advan-
tages of both the Multilayered Automata Network and the
Dissipative Cellular Automata. An informal definition this
model describes D-MAN as Multilayered Automata Network
in which the cells update their state in an asynchronous way
and they are open to influences by the external environment.

The multilayered cellular structure of the D-MAN is com-
posed of three layers: the first level is related to the basic
discretization of the physical environment into cells, corre-
sponding to a local controller. Each of these cells comprises
two additional levels, respectively devoted to the perception
and actuation responsibilities of the higher level cell. This
structure is schematized in Figure 4. Specific transition rules
must thus be defined to manage different interactions and
influences that take place in this structure, and mainly (i)
the direct influence of a sensor that detected a pedestrian
to the actuators in the same cell, and (ii) the influence of
a high level cell to the neighboring ones (given the internal
structure of each cell, due to the presence of a specific level of
actuators inside it, this interaction effectively affects a part of
a neighboring cell). Moreover, the effect of external stimuli
must gradually vanish, and lights must fade in absence of
pedestrians.

The adaptive illumination model is thus characterized by
several features that make it difficult to predict how it will
react to particular stimuli (i.e. patterns of pedestrian movement
in the related environment), from the number and positioning
of sensors and actuators, to the parameters of the transition
rule. To couple this model with a pedestrian simulation model
sharing the discrete representation of the spatial aspect of the
environment allows to simulate the behaviour of the adaptive
illumination facility as a response to specific patterns of usage
of the environment by pedestrians.

A. Model Architecture

The designed system is an homogeneous peer system. As
shown in Figure 3, every controller has the responsibility of
managing the sensors and actuators belonging to a fixed area of



the space. Controllers are homogeneous in terms of hardware
and software capabilities. Every controller is connected to a
motion sensor, which roughly covers the controlled area, some
lights (about 40 LED lights) and neighbouring controllers.

As shown in Figure 4, the external layer (level 2) is the
communication layer between the controllers of the system.
Every controller is an automata network of two nodes, one
node is a sensor communication layer and represents a space
in which every sensor connected to the microcontroller has a
correspondent cell. The other node represents the actuators’
layer in which the cells pilot the actuators (lights, in our
case). Since the external layer is a physical one and every
cell is an independent microcontroller, it cannot be assumed
that the entrire network is synchronized. In same cases, a
synchronous network can be constructed (for example, a single
clock devices can be connected to each microcontrollers or the
microcontrollers can be synchronized by a process without a
master node), but the most general case is an asynchronous
network.

B. Sensors Layer

The Sensor Layer is a Level 0 Dissipative Automata. As
previously introduced, it is composed of a single cell, since
only one sensor is connected to each microcontroller. It is a
Dissipative Automata because the internal state of the cell is
influenced by the external environment. The state of the cell
is represented by a single numerical value vs ∈ N8bit, where

N8bit ⊂ N0,∀x : x ∈ N8bit ⇒ x < 28

The limit value was chosen for performance reasons because
8-bit microcontrollers are widely diffused and they can be
sufficiently powerful to manage this kind of situation. The
value of vs is computed as

vs(t+ 1) = vs(t) ·m+ s(t+ 1) · (1−m)

where m ∈ R, 0 ≤ m ≤ 1 is the memory coefficient that
indicates the degree of correlation between the previous value
of vs and the new value, s(t) ∈ N8bit is the reading of the
sensor at the time s(t). If the sensor is capable of distance
measuring, s(t) is inverse proportional to the measured distance
(so, if the distance is 0, the value is 255, if the distance is ∞
the value is 0). If the sensor is a motion detector sensor (it
able to signal 1 if an object is present or 0 otherwise) s(t),
s(t) is equal to 0 if there is not detected motion, c in case of
motion, where c ∈ N8bit is a constant (in our tests, 128 and
192 are good values for c).

C. Diffusion Rule

In this section we describe the diffusion rule, that is used to
propagate the sensors signals through the system. At a given
time, every level 2 cell is characterized by an intensity of
the signal, v ∈ N8bit. Informally, the value of v at time t+ 1
depends of the value of v at time t and on the value of vs(t+1),
to capture both the aspects of interaction with neighbouring
cells and the memory of the previous external stimulus caused

t = 0 t = 10

t = 20 t = 30

Fig. 5. An example of the dynamic behaviour of a diffusion operation. The
signal intensity is spread throughout the lattice, leading to a uniform value;
the total signal intensity remains stable through time, since evaporation was
not considered.

by the presence of a physical entity in the area associated to
the cell.

The intensity of the signal decreases over time, in a process
we call evaporation. In particular, let us define εevp(v) as the
function that computes the quantity of signal to decrement
from the signal and is defined as

εevp(v) = v · e1 + e0

where e0 ∈ R+ is a constant evaporation quantity and e1 ∈
R, 0 ≤ e1 ≤ 1 is the evaporation rate (e.g. a value of 0.1
means a 10% evaporation rate).

The evaporation function evp(v), computing the intensity
of signal v from time t to t+ 1, is thus defined as

evp(v) =
{

0 if εevp(v) > v
v − εevp(v) otherwise

The evaporation function is used in combination with the
neighbours’ signal intensities to compute the new intensity of
a given cell. We first present the formula for a regular neigh-
bourhood and than we generalize to the irregular structure.

1) Regular neighbourhood: The automaton is contained in
the finite two-dimensional square grid N2. We suppose that the
cell Ci,j is located on the grid at the position i, j, where i ∈ N
and j ∈ N. According to the von Neumann neighbourood [11],
a cell Ci,j (unless it is placed on the border of the lattice) has 4
neighbours (as shown in figure 6), denoted by Ci−1,j , Ci,j+1,
Ci+1,j , Ci,j−1.

For simplicity, we numbered the neighbours of a cell from
1 to 4, so for the cell Ci,j , N1 is Ci−1,j , N2 is Ci,j+1, N3 is
Ci+1,j , and N4 is Ci,j−1
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Fig. 6. On the left, the von Neumann neighbourhood of the cell Ci,j , on
the right, the internal structure of a cell of the regular automaton.

At a given time, every cell is characterize by an intensity of
the sensor signal. Each cell is divided into four parts (as shown
in Figure 6), each part can have a different signal intensity,
and the overall intensity of the signal of the cell is the sum
of the parts intensity values. The state of each cell Ci,j of
the automaton is defined by Ci,j = 〈v1, v2, v3, v4〉 where
v1, v2, v3, v4 ∈ N8bit represent the intensity of the signal of
the 4 subparts. Vi,j(t) represents the total intensity of the
signals (i.e. the sum of the subparts signal intensity) of the
cell i, j at time t. The total intensity of the neighbours are
denoted by VN1, VN2, VN3, and VN4. The signal intensity
of the subparts and the total intensity are computed with the
following formulas:

vj(t+ 1) =

{
evp(V (t))·q+evp(VNj(t))·(1−q)

4 if ∃Nj
evp(V (t))

4 otherwise

V (t+ 1) =
4∑
i=1

vi(t+ 1)

where q ∈ R, 0 ≤ q ≤ 1 is the conservation coefficient (i.e. if
q is equals to 0, the new state of a cell is not influenced by
the neighbours values, if it is equals to 0.5 the new values is a
mean among the previous value of the cell an the neighbours
value, if it is equals to 1, the new value does not depend on the
previous value of the cell but only from the neighbours). The
effect of this modeling choice is that the parts of cells along
the border of the lattice are only influenced through time by
the contributions of other parts (that are adjacent to inner cells
of the lattice) to the overall cell intensity.

2) Irregular neighbourhood: The irregular structure au-
tomata is a generalization of the regular one. The automaton
is composed of cell numbered from 1 to N , so we use Ci for
0 ≤ i ≤ N to indicate the i-th cell. Every cell Ci can have
an arbitrary number of neighbours Li, 0 ≤ Li ≤ L ≤ N − 1
where Li is the numbers of neighbours of the cell Ci and
L = max(Li) is the maximum numbers of neighbours of every
cell the system. Neighbouring cells of cell i can be denoted
as Ni,l.

As for the regular neighbourhood case, each cell is divided
into L parts, each part can have a different signal intensity,
and the overall intensity of the signal of the cell is the sum
of the parts intensity values. The state of each cell Ci of the
automaton is defined as Vi =

∑Li

l=0 vi,l where vi,l ∈ N8bit

represent the intensity of the signal of the L subparts. Finally,

the intensity of each neighbouring cell of Ci is denoted by
Vi,l.

The signal intensity of the subparts and the total intensity
can thus be computed according to the following formulas:

vi,l(t+ 1) =

{
evp(Vi(t))·q+evp(Vi,l(t))·(1−q)

L if ∃Ni,l
evp(Vi(t))

Li
otherwise

Vi(t+ 1) =
Li∑
l=1

vi,l(t+ 1)

In the real system, the maximum number of neighbours
(L) is constrained by the number of available inputs on the
microcontrollers.

D. Actuators Layer

The cells of the actuator layer determinate the actuators
actions. In this project the actuators are LED lamps that are
turned on and of according the the state of the cell. Instead of
controlling a single LED from a cell, every cell is related to
a group of LEDs disposed in the same (small) area.

In the case of regular neighbourhood, each controlled area in
divided into 9 sub-areas and each sub-area contains a group of
LEDs controlled by the same actuators layer cell. The state of
each cell is influenced only by the state of the signal intensity
of the upper layer cell. The correlation between the upper layer
cell subparts and the actuators layer cells is shown in Figure
7.

The state of the actuators cells A1..A9, Aj ∈ N8bit is
computed with the following formula:

Ai(t+ 1) =



vi(t+ 1) 1 ≤ i ≤ 4
v4(t+ 1) + v1(t+ 1)

2
i = 5

v1(t+ 1) + v2(t+ 1)
2

i = 6
v2(t+ 1) + v3(t+ 1)

2
i = 7

v3(t+ 1) + v4(t+ 1)
2

i = 8

1
4

4∑
j=1

vj(t+ 1) i = 9

There are differents approache to associtates the LEDs to the
cells. A first approach consists to directly connected the lights
intensity to the signal levels of the correspondent cell. Another
approach consists to turn on a numbers of LEDs proportionals
to the signal intensity of the controller cell.

IV. PEDESTRIAN SIMULATION MODEL

The adopted pedestrian model is based on the Situated
Cellular Agent model, a specific class of Multilayered Multi-
Agent Situated System (MMASS) [4] providing a single
layered spatial structure for agents environment. A thorough
description of the model is out of the scope of this paper,
but we briefly introduce it to give some basic notion of
the elements that are necessary to describe the SCA crowd
modeling approach.
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A. Situated Cellular Agents

A Situated Cellular Agent system is defined by the triple〈
Space, F,A

〉
where Space models the environment where the

set A of agents is situated, acts autonomously and interacts
through the propagation of the set F of fields and through
reaction operations. Space consists of a set P of sites arranged
in a network (i.e. an undirected graph of sites). The structure of
the space can be represented as a neighborhood function, N :
P → 2P so that N(p) ⊆ P is the set of sites adjacent to p ∈
P ; the previously introduced Space element is thus the pair〈
P,N

〉
. Focusing instead on the single basic environmental

elements, a site p ∈ P can contain at most one agent and is
defined by the 3–tuple

〈
ap, Fp, Pp

〉
where:

• ap ∈ A ∪ {⊥} is the agent situated in p (ap = ⊥ when
no agent is situated in p that is, p is empty);

• Fp ⊂ F is the set of fields active in p (Fp = ∅ when no
field is active in p);

• Pp ⊂ P is the set of sites adjacent to p (i.e. N(p)).
A SCA agent is defined by the 3–tuple < s, p, τ > where

τ is the agent type, s ∈ Στ denotes the agent state and can
assume one of the values specified by its type (see below
for Στ definition), and p ∈ P is the site of the Space
where the agent is situated. As previously stated, agent type
is a specification of agent state, perceptive capabilities and
behaviour. In fact an agent type τ is defined by the 3–tuple〈
Στ , P erceptionτ , Actionτ

〉
. Στ defines the set of states

that agents of type τ can assume. Perceptionτ : Στ →
[N ×Wf1 ] . . . [N ×Wf|F | ] is a function associating to each
agent state a vector of pairs representing the receptiveness
coefficient and sensitivity thresholds for that kind of field.
Actionτ represents instead the behavioural specification for
agents of type τ . Agent behaviour can be specified using a
language that defines the following primitives:
• emit(s, f, p): the emit primitive allows an agent to start

the diffusion of field f on p, that is the site it is placed
on;

• react(s, ap1 , ap2 , . . . , apn , s
′): this kind of primitive al-

lows the specification of a coordinated change of state
among adjacent agents. In order to preserve agents’
autonomy, a compatible primitive must be included in
the behavioural specification of all the involved agents;
moreover when this coordination process takes place, ev-
ery involved agents may dynamically decide to effectively
agree to perform this operation;

• transport(p, q): the transport primitive allows the defi-
nition of define agent movement from site p to site q (that

must be adjacent and vacant);
• trigger(s, s′): this primitive specifies that an agent must

change its state when it senses a particular condition in
its local context (i.e. its own site and the adjacent ones);
this operation has the same effect of a reaction, but does
not require a coordination with other agents.

For every primitive included in the behavioural specification
of an agent type specific preconditions must be specified;
moreover specific parameters must also be given (e.g. the
specific field to be emitted in an emit primitive, or the
conditions to identify the destination site in a transport) to
precisely define the effect of the action, which was previously
briefly described in general terms.

Each SCA agent is thus provided with a set of sensors
that allows its interaction with the environment and other
agents. At the same time, agents can constitute the source
of given fields acting within a SCA space (e.g. noise emitted
by a talking agent). Formally, a field type t is defined by〈
Wt,Diffusiont, Comparet, Composet

〉
where Wt denotes

the set of values that fields of type t can assume; Diffusiont :
P ×Wf × P → (Wt)+ is the diffusion function of the field
computing the value of a field on a given space site taking into
account in which site (P is the set of sites that constitutes the
SCA space) and with which value it has been generated. It
must be noted that fields diffuse along the spatial structure of
the environment, and more precisely a field diffuses from a
source site to the ones that can be reached through arcs as
long as its intensity is not voided by the diffusion function.
Composet : (Wt)+ → Wt expresses how fields of the same
type have to be combined (for instance, in order to obtain
the unique value of field type t at a site), and Comparet :
Wt × Wt → {True, False} is the function that compares
values of the same field type. This function is used in order
to verify whether an agent can perceive a field value by
comparing it with the sensitivity threshold after it has been
modulated by the receptiveness coefficient.

B. SCA Based Pedestrian Model

The above introduced SCA model has beed applied to
represent a very simple tunnel with two ends and some
columns in it; pedestrians enter the tunnel from one end and
they move towards the other end, avoiding obstacles either
immobile (i.e. columns), and mobile (i.e. other pedestrians
moving in the opposite direction).

The SCA Space is the same cellular space defined for the
D-MAN described in Section III. To support agent navigation
in this space, in each end of the tunnel we positioned an addi-
tional site in which a “beacon” agent (a static agent emitting
a simple presence field) is situated. In the environment, thus,
only two types of field are present.

To exploit this environmental specification in order to obtain
the above overall system behaviour, we defined two types
of agent, respectively interpreting the one type of field as
attractive and ignoring the other one. This can be achieve
through a simple transport primitive, specifying that the
agent should move towards the free adjacent site in which
the intensity of the field considered attractive is maximum.



The behavioural specification of these agents is completed
by an obstacle avoidance rule (another transport that moves
the agent towards a random different lane whenever the best
possible destination is occupied by an obstacle). Finally, agents
reaching their destination, that is, one of the tunnel ends, are
removed from the environment and they are positioned at the
other end, so they start over their crossing of the tunnel.

V. THE DESIGN SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT

The design of human environments (e.g. buildings, stores,
squares, roads) is a complex task, composed of several sub-
task evolving the initial idea into a detailed project, through the
production of intermediate and increasingly detailed models.

After the initial phases, in which the designer usually
expresses his/her creativity with sketches on the paper or on
the computer, a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software is
used to develop the project in details. CAD softwares (e.g
AutoCAD), and also 3D modelling applications (e.g. Autodesk
3DStudio Max, Blender) are used to create the digital models
for the projects and to generate photo realistic renderings and
animations. For a compact overview of the typical design
process see [9].

Together with these software applications supporting de-
signers in the definition of general architectural spaces, other
tools supporting designers in very specific tasks can also be
adopted: these tools vary from presenting the elaboration of
the building shadows, to elaborating their impact on wind
conditions, up to the simulation of vehicles and pedestrian
movements in the designed scenario.

The proposed design environment is one of these tools;
in particular, it helps the designers in the definition and
specification of an adaptive illumination facility through the
simulation of its dynamic behaviour. The output of the system
is not only a graphical simulation but also a static configuration
of the illumination facility (number of lights and their posi-
tioning) and an unambiguous specification of their dynamic
behaviour (general lights self-organization model plus specific
parameters).

The design environment is composed of two main modules:
a simulation environment (that is in turn decomposed into
a pedestrian simulation module and an adaptive illumination
module) and a visualization facility. In the following para-
graphs these modules will be described.

A. The Simulation Environment

The simulation environment actually comprises two models,
one managing the network of controllers (with sensors and
actuators), the other simulating the environment in which the
adaptive illumination facility is situated and the pedestrians
situated in it. The two simulations are connected: in particular,
the state of sensors of is influenced by the state of the
environment simulation.

The environment simulator, that is based on the MMASS
[5], can be used to perform pedestrian simulation. This module
actually feeds the self-organization model with simulated field
data. The previously described CA model managing the self-
organization of the illumination facility will react according

to the current occupation of the space in the environment and
according to its own parameters.

In this way, the designer can effectively envision the interac-
tion between the people an the specified adaptive environment.
The simulation environment allows the designer in configuring
the network, defining the type, number, position of the sensors
and actuators, and in specifying the behavior of the controllers,
by means of defining the parameters of the CA model.

B. The Visualization Facility

The system supports both a 2D and 3D visualization of
the simulated environment and the state of the two different
enclosed models. The 2D visualization can be interactive, so
it is possible to define an action event to be fired on a click
(e.g. simulate the perception of a pedestrian when the designer
clicks on a cell). This is useful because allows the designer
to test the system behavior before specifying in an extensive
way a pedestrian simulation scenario.

The 3D visualization is useful to understand the behavior of
the system. It is not a photo realistic rendering but a real-time
representation of simulated system. During the simulation,
the user can navigate the 3D space, changing his/her point
of view, for instance, taking the perspective of one of the
pedestrians walking in the environment. It is possible to load
3D models both for the space and for pedestrian agents. The
3D visualization is based on the jMonkey engine2; the API
of this open source project allows loading several 3D model
formats. A screenshot of the visualization system is shown in
Figure 8.

VI. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The paper introduced a simulation approach to supporting
the design of an ambient intelligence infrastructure aimed at
improving the everyday experience of pedestrians and people
passing through the related environment. A specific scenario
related to the definition and development of an adaptive
illumination facility was introduced, and a CA-based model
specifying its dynamic behaviour was defined. An agent-
based pedestrian model simulating inputs and stimuli to the
adaptation module was also introduced. A prototype of a
system supporting designers in the definition of the relevant
parameters for this model and for the overall illumination
facility was finally described.

The renovation project is currently under development on
the architectural and engineering side, whereas the CA-based
model has shown its adequacy to the problem specification,
both in order to provide a formal specification of the behaviour
for the system components and possibly as a centralized
control mechanism. The realized prototype explored the pos-
sibility of realizing an ad hoc tool that can integrate the
traditional CAD systems for supporting designers in simu-
lating and envisioning the dynamic behaviour of complex,
self-organizating installations. It has been used to understand
the adequacy of the modeling approach in reproducing the
desired self-organized adaptive behaviour of the environment

2http://www.jmonkeyengine.com/



Fig. 8. Screenshot of the simulation environment: on the left, the top panel shows the position of pedestrians in the environment, while the bottom one
shows the intensity of cells. The right panel shows a 3D visualization of the environment, including columns, lights and pedestrians.

to the presence of pedestrians. We are currently improving
the prototype, on one hand, to provide a better support for
the Indianapolis project and, on the other, to realize a more
general framework for supporting designers of dynamic self-
organizing environments.
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